Abstract-Computational Intelligence (CI) is an as of emerging area in addressing complex real world problems. The WOA has taken its root from the collective intelligent foraging behavior of humpback whales (Megaptera Novaeangliae). The standard WOA is suffers from the selection of best agent while whales searching and encircling prey. This research paper deals with the multi-swarm cooperative strategies for finding the best agents which balances the two phase's exploration and exploitation. The performance of invoked Multi-Swarm cooperative strategies into standard WOA i.e, MsWOA is first benchmarked on a set of 23 standard mathematical benchmark function problems which includes 7 UniModal, 6 Multi-modal and 10 fixed dimension multimodal functions. The obtained graphical and statistical results have been portrayed along with the previously established techniques. The obtained results depicts that the proposed cooperative strategies for WOA outperforms in solving optimization problems of standard benchmark functions. This paper also studies the numerical efficiency of proposed techniques on the problem of data clustering where 10 real data clustering problems have been taken from data repository https://archive.ics.uci.edu.data. Statistical results for the obtained cluster centroids, intra-cluster distances and inter-cluster distances confirms that the cooperative strategies for best whale agent selection improves the performance WOA for function optimization problems as well as data clustering problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Computational Intelligence is the fast growing area in tending to this real world and complex problems. The majority of the computational Intelligence algorithms are inspired by nature [1] . Researchers now conceded the way that the most ideal approach to discover answers for this real world and complex problems by studying the nature, this unveiling the micro secrets in nature to produce new optimization algorithms. Population based meta-heuristic algorithms are ending up noticeably more well known in solving complex real world problems with use of no single gradient function. Modern problems are for the most part with various complex variables that are should have been utilized as a part of finding optimal solutions. The last two decades have witnessed many real world complex problems are addressed by the field of meta-heuristics. The main objective of these algorithms is enabling the optimization process in giving the best possible solution in any situation where there are an extensive number of possible solutions.
In Data Mining, cluster analysis identifies the patterns which are recognized from each other through their features, by finding the partitions that have similar characteristics. Partitioning is a collection of objects into clusters all together that items in one cluster ought to have a minimization of intra-cluster similarity and the maximization of inter cluster likeness. Finding optimal clusters or optimal structures of data is a difficult task when it comes to complex data. Many classical algorithms have been developed for discovering clusters of data however finding optimal structures of data is as yet a big challenging task. There are two main problems in clustering. The first is choice of initial number of centroids and the second one is distance function optimization problem. Numerous data researchers have demonstrated that k-Means clustering technique is the absolute best answer for discovering hidden patterns by clustering the entire dataset. Clustering also called unsupervised learning in some traditional fields, for example, machine learning.
Authors [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] used nature inspired algorithms to find the optimized structures by applying them to cluster techniques. For instance, in k-Means clustering similarity function should be minimizing centroid distance to obtain optimized clusters. i.e. minimization of sum of squared Euclidean distance of objects from respective cluster 
where is the mean of . Let's consider an optimization problem. We have given an undertaking to distinguish the natural product sort. Each organic product has recognized three particular components they are contour, color, size. X is a dataset which has the above three components. Initial number of clusters and cluster centroids are chosen. I now need to cluster up the natural products into clusters in which it definitely has a place with. The clustering component is said to be good only if clustering method acquires two conditions, one is intra-cluster minimization and the other is inter-cluster maximization. Numerous classical clustering algorithms have the optimization problem, failed to deal with non-linear dataset and insensitive to the noisy or anomaly data. We assumed that, we have an optimization function that measures how "good" clustering. By clustering up the organic products, and after that calling an optimization function on each group to measure its goodness, and afterward summing up the goodness of each group, at that point we can quantify how "good" a certain set of groups is. At the point when there is an increase in the aggregate number of natural product sort and components, at that point the problem has all the earmarks of being a NP-Complete, so it can be solved with agreeing to a parallel meta-heuristic algorithm. Nature inspired meta-heuristic algorithm can optimize the non-linear functions in an efficient manner. Table 1 .a. List of Uni and Multi modal benchmark functions (F 1 to F 13 ). where V_no = 30 , f min = 0 Problem statement the problem of optimized structures of a dataset for clustering is formalized as takes after. Let consider a dataset where T denotes the total number of data instances and N be the dataset dimensions (variables) that are considered. Let the input Ndimensional dataset. Consider a dataset D featured by P attributes: (2) Assume dataset with N dimensions is partitioned into C i clusters, where i = 1 to k, so that for each D T Similarity measured by distance d then, We utilize the term compactness to quality of a given cluster in light of intra and inter cluster minimization, maximization similarities respectively. The clustering problem minimizing in a simple manner is portrayed as takes after.
where k denotes the number of clusters, N the number of dimensions, is the location of i th dimension of cluster j.
∑ (5)
N i is the number of dimensions in the j th cluster. 
II. RELATED WORK
The most recent two decades have seen an exceptional change in the area of computational intelligence for growing popular and efficient optimization techniques which are generally inspired by the nature; these are well known in tackling complex np-hard problems by exploring and mimicking different phenomena of the nature. The absolute most well-known optimization algorithms are comprehensively listed below.
Darwin's theory of evolution has inspired towards the development of GA (Genetic Algorithms) [7] . These algorithms are adaptive heuristic search algorithms intended to imitate the processes in natural system. The basic idea behind the development of GA is the evolution of new chromosomes from the combinations of initial chromosome populations making an expectation that recently evolved ones are better to the old set of chromosomes. The searching capability of GA is exploited, keeping in mind the end goal to search for proper cluster centers in the feature space to such an extent that a similarity metric of the resulting cluster is optimized.
The chromosomes that which are represented as strings of real numbers, encode the centers of a fixed number of clusters [8] . The ACO [9] is probabilistic based method and was planned in view of the natural phenomenon of real ant colonies. It is a populace based MHO calculation motivated by the ant behavior that is used to determine discrete-optimization problems. Many researchers [10] , [11] used ACO as tool for finding k optimal clusters of N data objects. This algorithm has been devised and used on several artificial and real datasets. DE [12] is a population of candidate solutions based optimization technique has paved the path by storn and price and it is used to optimize real parameter, real valued functions. It is the one of the quick, robust and efficient global search heuristics of current intrigue. Many authors utilized DE for finding optimized clusters of large unlabeled datasets. As opposed to the vast majority of the current clustering techniques, the DE requires no prior knowledge of the data for finding optimal clusters [13] , [14] . The behavioral aspect of many birds flocking and fish schooling patterns has prompted the development of PSO [15] by Russell Eberhart and J. Kennedy Newton's law of gravity has given rise to an optimization algorithm named as GSA [25] . It is a stochastic population based MHO algorithm was developed based on the gravity and mass interactions. Variants of GSA also developed based on the concept of antigravity. In GSA randomly created candidate solutions for data clustering problem then the interaction have been made to each and other via Newton's gravitation law to search problem space [26] , [27] . The WOA (Whale Optimization Algorithm) [28] has been devised based on the foraging strategy of hump back whales. The strategy of searching for prey, encircling strategy and the mass net searching towards getting the prey was considered in building up this algorithm. The performance comparisons have been made by testing on 23 standard mathematical benchmark functions. Found that WOA perform efficient than many state-of-the-art optimization algorithms including PSO [28] . Authors in [29] improved the optimization performance by introducing new convergence factor in both exploration and exploitation phase. Authors [30] proposed a new parallel metaheuristic optimization algorithm (NPMOA) which was formulated by hybridizing WOA with CSA. The above variants of WOA (IWAO, CSAWOA) were tested and applied to data clustering problems [31] , [32] . In this paper we use the multi-swarm cooperative strategies for enhancing the performance of standard WOA and applying it to data clustering problems. The paper focuses on ring, master-slave and hybrid cooperative strategies for finding the best agent vector ⃗ ⃗ . As earlier said this paper comprises two parts where in the first part we use each multi-swarm cooperative strategy and find the performance. In second part applying the swarm cooperative strategies based WOA for data clustering problems.
The structural organization of this paper is done as follows. The section III presents the Standard Whale Optimization Algorithm. In the Section IV, we have described the swarm cooperative strategies where in A, B and C we presented Ring, Master-Slave and Hybrid cooperative strategies respectively. The performance comparisons of swarm cooperative strategies based WOA with GSA, DE, PSO, WOA and variants of WOA have been made in Section V whereas Section A and B outlines the performance comparisons on 23 standard benchmark functions that are listed in Table 1 . a) and b) and data clustering problems that are described in Table 6 respectively. The last section concludes the whole paper and points out the future scope. The Whale optimization Algorithm in short WAO was first coined by S. Mirjalili and A. Lewis. The special hunting behavior of humpback whales has paved the path for developing this algorithm [25] . The specialty of whales in hunting prey is they release bubbles in either ‗circular' manner or ‗9' shaped path to move prey to the surface of the ocean. The mathematical model of this behavior is explained in two phases. The first phase is explained as hunting behavior. In this phase observed that whales show two maneuvers. They are shrinking encircling mechanism and Spiral updating position. Eq. (6) and (7) specifies the equations for the whales updating position in circular and spiral path respectively.
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where ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ | ⃗⃗⃗⃗ | . In Eq. (6) is decreased to achieve to shrinking the encircling mechanism. Then . where, 'a' is an integer and coefficient is decreased by . In Eq. (2) constant b is used in defining the shape of the logarithmic spiral, and is a dot product operator. WOA assumes probability of 50% to choose between either these two approaches. If whales updates their position in shrinking encircling mechanism else if , they move in Spiral updating position. The second phase is presented as searching phase. In this phase, WOA assumed that whales search for prey in two different possible ways. If ⃗⃗⃗ ≥ 1 then the updated position of whale using Eq. (8) .
where, ⃗⃗ | ⃗ ⃗ | ⃗ is a random position vector. Else if < 1 new updated position becomes the Eq. (9).
where, ⃗⃗ | ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ | and are internal parameters, the subscript specifies the current iteration, ⃗ ⃗ is the position vector, ⃗⃗⃗⃗ is the new position vector. '| |', are absolute value and element-by-element multiplication respectively. Both ⃗ ⃗ and ⃗ ⃗ are coefficient vectors where, ⃗ ⃗ ⃗ ⃗ , ⃗ ⃗ . Here, ⃗ straightaway decreases from 2 to 0 during the course of maneuver (in both phases: exploration and exploitation) and ⃗⃗ . The flowchart and pseudo code of WOA is given in Fig. 1 and Table 2 respectively. 
IV. MULTI-SWARM COOPERATIVE STRATEGIES
This section presents the multi-swarm cooperative strategies for enhancing the performance of standard WOA by invoking the Ring, Master-Slave and Hybrid strategies individually for finding the best whale population vector. The main objective of invoking these three cooperative strategies is maintaining the balancing between exploration and exploitation phases. According to the standard WOA all the whales are attracted by the best whale position. If the whales in each sub population converge at the best whale position then within a few iteration they will move near to the surface. In invoking Cooperative Strategies into Standard WOA, The whole population is grouped into multiple-cooperative swarms, we named it as sub-swarms. These sub-swarms perform different searching behavior for finding the best whale position vector . This phenomenon in each whale sub-population leads to the similar updating behavior and the loss of diversity in whales. The fallowing section 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 describes the Ring, Master-Slave and Hybrid cooperative strategies with neat flowchart and pseudo code.
A. Ring Cooperative Strategy
This Strategy is a heterogeneous search strategy based on k-sub-swarms. The basic idea behind this strategy was inspired from ring topology. It is one of the network topology called ring network or ring topology. Many cooperative algorithms used this cooperative strategy to improve the performance of algorithm. In this cooperative strategy each sub-population of k subpopulation evolves in parallel to find best whale position. Each whale sub-population interchanges its best whale position with the other whale sub-population. Each subpopulation replaces its best whale position only if gets the better whale position than the present best whale position. The interchange of best whale position happens continuously. In the optimal model structures of whale population, each sub-swarm can learn from the best whale position given by other sub-swarm and enhance their foraging direction i.e., bringing the prey closer to the surface which is optimal place to catch the prey. The pseudo code and flowchart is given in Table 3 and Fig. 2 .
B. Master Slave Cooperative Strategy
This section presents the improved strategy of ring strategy. We mentioned -improved strategy of ring strategy‖ because the best whale position is interchanged like the ring cooperative strategy. But the difference is instead of interchanging best whale position between each other sub whale population, one sub whale population acts as master and all remaining are as slaves. it also called as multi-population collaborative strategy. In this cooperative strategy each slave sub-population of k-1 sub-population, evolves in parallel to obtain best whale position and share this information to the master. Master sub populations find the best among the received and share the same to the slaves. Master-Slave strategy balances the exploration and exploitation phases. The pseudo code and flowchart is given in Table 4 and Fig. 3 . 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the current work, the performance of the proposed multi-swarm cooperative strategies (MsWOA) is compared with GSA, DE, PSO, WOA and variants of WOA in solving 23 standard mathematical benchmark functions and data clustering problems. We considered 10 real datasets for addressing the data clustering problems of which are taken from https://archive.ics.uci.edu. The detailed description of these datasets is listed in Table 6 . In all the experiments, we have taken whales population of 30 and maximum of 500 iterations for both standard mathematical benchmark functions optimization problems and data clustering problems. All the conducted experiments and investigations have been made on an Intel(R) Core(TM)-i5-2400 CPU with a clock rate of 3.10 GHz, 8 GB RAM and proposed multi-swarm cooperative strategies for enhancing standard WOA is described earlier sections has been implemented using MATLABR2016a.
A. Experiment 1: mathematical benchmark functions
Like the other state-of-the-art and popular population based meta-heuristic optimization techniques such as GSA, DE [12] , PSO [15] , WOA [25] and advanced variants IWOA [26] and NPMOA [27] of WOA, makes use of a population to investigate the problem space. Population based mechanism bring into play the probability of obtaining optimal solution and abscond from local optima increases.
In this section, the proposed multi-swarm cooperative strategies for enhancing the optimization performance of standard WOA Table 7 . Hence, it is clear that the MsWOA is good at optimizes the most of the benchmark functions within a low cost solution than the other compared algorithms. Note that we used MsWOA for indicating all Ring (RWOA), Master-Slave (MSWOA) and Hybrid (HWOA) cooperative strategies in a single term. 
B. Experiment 2: Data clustering problems
To test the efficiency of MsWOA on data clustering problems, we examined 10 real datasets. The comprehensive descriptions of these datasets are displayed in Table 6 . This section for the most part centered around data clustering using the proposed technique. At the point when a partitional clustering algorithm is said to be good, it should return optimal clusters in which the clustering strategy should indulge in minimization and maximization of intra cluster and inter cluster detachment respectively. The experimental and • Finding quantization error using Eq. (10) • Intra-cluster minimization, i.e. where the key objective is to minimize the distance between data objects within a cluster.
• Inter-cluster maximization, i.e. where the key objective is to maximize the distance between the centroids of the clusters.
Quantization error In order to evaluate the MsWOA clustering performance, this algorithm is run on every benchmark dataset. From the obtained results the statistical analysis has been made. The convergence characteristics of data clustering problems are presented in a graphical manner in Fig.6 . The mean and standard deviation are calculated for each test. The obtained solution cost, Intra-Cluster and Intra-Cluster distances for MsWOA are summarized in Table 8 In this work we presented multi-swarm cooperative strategies for addressing two problems. They are solving standard mathematical benchmark functions problems and solving the data clustering problems. In this process we have used the standard whale optimization algorithm. We utilized three cooperative strategies namely the Ring, Master-Slave and Hybrid cooperative strategies to enhance the performance of standard WOA. Several experiments have been conducted and the performance of each cooperative strategy is compared with previously established techniques GSA, DE, PSO, WOA and also variants of WOA. The results established the multi-swarm cooperative strategies outperform in solving benchmark functions as well as the data clustering problems compared GSA, DE, PSO, WOA and variants of WOA for 10 different real databases. All the obtained graphical and statistical results are reported respective figures and tables. The reported values were averaged over 40 simulations to specify the algorithms convergence range. In most cases, the proposed multi-swarm cooperative strategies realized lower quantization errors. Generally, the proposed multi-swarm cooperative strategies establish their efficiency in finding optimizing benchmark functions as well as the data clustering problems.
This explore run may be extended for further research in the shadowing dimensions: In this research work, the show on multiple swarm based cooperative strategies proposed for enhancing the numerical optimization performance of WOA and these are compared with other-state-of-the-art algorithms and variants of WOA for its action judgement on 23 standard benchmark functions. As a future line, added new versions of WOA could also be tried to key the unexceeded type in achieving test suite improvement. This research work concentrate on standard WOA optimization. In the future we go through the new population based meta-heuristic optimization algorithms which are also inspired by the nature.
